Meeting called to order at 1:00 by Jim Pronovost

1. Vote to approve minutes from January 28, 2016 meeting.
   Motion to approve: Alex Zozulin
   Second to motion: Jim Pronovost
   Motion carried.

2. Discussion: Human Geography Geo 102 for Social Phenomena
   Stipulation: forms will be returned to GEACC committee with CEAC
cover form and approval of division. J. Pronovost will verify paperwork
and forward it to CEAC.
   Revision:
   wording in Outcomes #6 & #7:

   6. Apply concepts and theories of geographical

   7. Formulate and articulate an Analyze of current geographical issues and their
impact upon societies/cultures and the world at large, including religious conflict,
geographical tensions, and ideological differences and ethical issues.
Motion to endorse with stipulation and revision: Karla Ekquist Lechner
Second to motion: Alexander Zozulin
Motion carried

3. Discussion: POL111 – American Government Assessment Plan. Common Exam questions and a common essay assignment will be used to assess BOR outcomes #1, #2, & #4. Cover sheet lists outcomes #1, #2, and #3. This needs revision to achieve consistency.

   Committee asked who will serve on the assessment committee and how many (% or #) essays will be the sample size.

   Motion to endorse: Jason Seabury
   Second to motion: Karla Ekquist Lechner
   Motion carried

Motion to adjourn 1:40 p.m.

Submitted

Amy Lenoce